Expedited Admission for Students completing MS/MENG degrees at Penn State Harrisburg to PhD EE Program at Penn State University

1. Students interested in admission to EE PhD program at UP should successfully complete their MS/MENG degrees at Penn State Harrisburg.

2. No admission application fee is required. The previous GRE and TOEFL scores, undergraduate transcripts and other supporting documentation are available on GRADS.

3. "Change of Degree" form required by the graduate school

4. Two recent reference letters from faculty/advisors/collaborators reflecting time period the applicant worked on MS/MENG degrees at Penn State Harrisburg.

5. Penn State transcript reflecting recent courses completed.

6. Recent CV.

7. Statement of purpose explaining interest in pursuing PhD degree at Penn State UP and identifying a specific area of interest.

8. The applications are sent to appropriate area chair for area consideration. An EE tenure or tenure track faculty member recommending admission and willing to serve as a temporary or permanent advisor is required.

9. The Graduate Program Coordinator makes the final admission/rejection decision based input from the area faculty.